Japanese. As Japanese learners, they must correctly grasp the social cultural background behind the language at the same time with learning language form and structure, and only in this way shall they correctly us Japanese to communicate.
Along with the influence from the global integration to our country, intercultural communication has got more and more attention, more and more Japanese education scholars have realized the importance of culture teaching, college Japanese teaching class has introduced the cultural content, however, there are still some problems remaining to be solved in actual process of teaching, people must study the ways to solve these problems.
The paper studies the background and the purpose and sums up some research results studied out before. It states the necessity of cultural importing in Japanese teaching through analyzing cultural introduction in English teaching and Japanese teaching.
II. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Some people says: "it is easy to learn Japanese, for the meaning of this sentence can be roughly known by seeing the Chinese characters in the Japanese", but it actually is not the truth. Although Japanese is highly affected by the Chinese, even the source of the letters in Japanese -kana is imitated from character component canopy of Chinese characters or using cursive script creation in the Chinese and the Japanese characters is also from mandarin, after a long period of evolution, Japanese turns to be a completely independent language that is different from Although all the students ' grasp of Japanese knowledge can reach the level of taking the five basic technologies: listening, speaking, reading, writing and translating according to the requirements of the syllabus in Japanese teaching, they often get misunderstanding when they actually use Japanese to communicate because they do not understand Japanese social and culture knowledge.
In consequence, the students need not only to learn the basic language knowledge as pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar but also to get familiar to Japanese social and culture, so as to achieve the fundamental goal of cultivating students ' correct use of Japanese and upgrading their cross-cultural communication ability.
V. CONCLUSION
As for the six basic methods of introducing Japanese culture into Japanese teaching, there are three principles must to be obey for each of them: practical, periodical and suitable. Inputting cultural contents should keep close link with the main aspects of learning contents and daily communication and at the same time should consider the factor about professional characters that students will take; also it should keep pace with students' language level, and the ability to accept and understand; the teaching methods should be appropriate, and the contents should be moderate.
In conclusion, in Japanese teaching process, people should pay a focal attention on the differences between
Chinese-Japanese culture and should understand and study on these. As a Japanese language teacher, they should not only help students with learning Japanese as a language but also take variety forms to help students understand Japanese social and cultural knowledge, only then can the students constantly enrich and expand Japanese social and cultural knowledge at the same time when they learn the Japanese language knowledge, and can they expand the Japanese knowledge and enhance their sensibility on Chinese-Japanese cultural differences and avoid some pragmatic errors caused by cultural differences, so as to correctly use Japanese in communication and upgrade cross-cultural communication skills.
